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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IRISH WOLFHOUND CLUB
Meeting - February 2, 1986

The meeting was called to order by President Marilyn Shaw at 3:15 P.M.
outdoors near the IW benching area at the GGKC Cow Palace show. All
Board members except Sue Hall and Joan Sanford were in attendance, as
well as many general members. Minutes of the last meeting were approved as printed in the Hounds' Bugle.
Treasurer John Hays reported a current balance of $4728.12 plus
interest. Insurance has been renewed to April of 1987 at a premium of
$330 as compared to $202 last year. At his suggestion it was MSC that
the remaining NCIWC pins be offered for sale to members at a price of
$4.00 and Jane Kit Christie volunteered to handle this project.
1986 Specialty Show: Marilyn Shaw reported that she is in possession of the AKC letter to Judge Anthony "Killykeen'' Doyle requesting
that he submit information concerning his judging experience, andi
that upon return of this information to the AKC, approval to judge
our September 13, 1986 show will be official.
Specialty co-chairman Joan Trifeletti reported that approval has
been given by AKC for our sweepstakes judge, Martha Fielder (Crestfield). Specialty committee chairman vacancies were filled as follows:
Advertising - Russ Greene, Hospitali ty - Carol Gabriel, Fund Raising Linda Souza. Melody Waters will be asked to take over decorations, with
Penny Bel-Worel and Robin Burchett as alternates. Following Paula Martin's suggestion that an advance Board decision be made concerning' the
selection and price of judges' gifts, it was MSC that the NCIWC trophy
dinner plate be given.
Catalog advertising chairman Russ Greene advised that our 1986 catalog will not be produced by NCIWC (Paula), but
will be handled by Tangen & Assoc., which will involve an additional
cost.
Spring Fun Match: Chairmn.Linda Souza requested membership vote to
select judge for our April 26th match. Hand vote indicated Wayne Nelson
be asked, with Pam Paloma as backup if distance allows. Proposed central site is Wawona, altho lack of adequate fencing would preclude possibility of puppy/novice lure practice. Linda has an alternate site in
mind which would accommodate lure practice but it would mean increased
traveling for most members.
Secretary Robin Burchett announced that all ba llots on constitution
changes received by the 12/21/85 due date cas t Yes votes. Amendments
ratified.
Robin's resignation as Secretary because of greatly increased personal time commitments was accepted, and members in attendance voiced their ~Thank you~s for a job well done. Jane Christie's
voluntary stand-in-secretary status was confirmed for the remainder of
the elected term.
Nominating Committee: Chairmn. Carol Gabriel announced the committee's 1st choice recommendations for the 1986/87 election slate have
all agreed to their candidacy. Officer nominees are: Pres . -Janet Souza,
VP-Suzanne McCombs, Secy.-Jane Kit Christie, Treas.-John Hays . The
two Board vacancy candidates are Gary Winiger and Terry Burchett . On
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the 2nd year of their 2-yr. term are Joan Sanford, Joan Trifeletti
and Ken Taylor .
Lu r e Coursing : Chairman . JKChristie requested vote on sending a
delegate to the ASFA 1g35 convention in Baltimore. Jane volunteered
to attend and personally pay either the air fare or the convention
hotel and meeting fees if NCI WC would pay for the other. Motion by
John Hays to not send delegate. Member discussion centered on IW
height disqualifica tion and whether or not a written statement in
lieu of personal attendance would be an acceptable means of presenting our viewpoint . Motion tabled.
Jane asked for club decision on planning a specialty lure trial
to be held in conjunction with our annual Specialty show. Joan Trifeletti will investigate rumored parksite in Marin to see if a Use
Permit is in fact available. After discussion, it was decided.!:..£..!.
to request Drake coordination on afternoon IW ring time because of
probability of extreme heat on 9/14 . Lure trial, if held, may conflict with breed judging but an either/or - AKC/ASFA entry is preferable to stressing our hounds. MSC.
Membership: Application s read and unanimous vote acceptance for
the following new NCIWC members:
Linda & E.J. Sherwood, P.O . Box 32733, San Jose CA 95152
Jessie Mitchell, 19900 43a Avenue, Langley B. C., Canada V3A 3C4
John Ryan, 821 York Street, San Francisco CA 941 10
Jenny Clark , 28 Montana Avenue, Oroville CA 95965
Patricia Brix, 231 Los Cerros Avenue , Walnut Creek CA 94598
Laurie & Noel King, 823 Green Valley Road, Watsonville CA 95076
NCIWC Historian : Pres. Marilyn Shaw r equested a volunteer to be
responsible for housing and displaying at annual show banquets all
photograph albums from NCIWC's Special t ies . These albums are not now
in a single location. Joan Trifeletti volunteered for this duty. All
persons currently in possession of prior-year Specialty al bums are
asked to contact Joan.
New Business : Janet Souza , in preparation for our 1987 Specialty ,
r equested that prospective judges' names be submitted to he r as soon
as possible to insure our receiving early acceptance from the member
selected first-choice individual . Member input is needed so voting
can occur at the next meeting .
Mar ilyn Shaw recommended that post- Specialty publicity be facilitated by the club pu rchasing from ou r official show photographer 3
complete sets of small siz e show photos which can then be included
with marked catalogs submitted to the IWCA and other magazines . She
will investigate cost and advise/vote at the next meeting .
Meeting adjourned at approx . 4:20 P. M.
Respectfully submitted ,
J ane Kit Chri stie
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Kennel Club of Palm Springs
Judge: Thelma Brown

January 5,1986

BOB- Ch. Wynn of Limerick - Souza
BOS,BOW,WB- Destiny Sabrina of Limerick - Lambro/Souza
WO- Singing Swords Clancy McCool - Brown
RWO- Sunstag Gabriel 0 1 Lehan - Zoellner
RWB- Sunstag Corazon Del Alamo - Hirsch
San Fernando KC
Judge: Hobart Stephenson

Jan uary 18,1986

BOB- Ch. Wynn of Limerick - Souza
BOS- Ch. Singing Swords Moira Ap Danalin - Hirsch
BOW,WB- Sunstag Corazon Del Alamo - Hirsch
WO- Destiny Serendipi ty O'Shaw - McCombs
RWD- Powers Moor Nelson Himse l f - Powers
RWB- Arntara Meadowbrook Hex - Arn/Samaha
Ventura KC
Judge: Mary 0. Jenkins

January 19,1986

BOB- Ch.• Wynn of Limerick - Souza
BOS- Ch. Kellcastle 1 s Kad Mian Cait - Kyle/Spalding
BOW,WO- Destiny Serendipi ty O'Shaw - McCombs
WB- Destiny Sabrina of Limerick - Lambro/Souza
RWO- Powers Moor Nelson Himself - Powers
Golden Gate KC
Judge: Dr. Jacklyn Hungerland

February 1g2,1986

BOB- Ch. Connemara's Hawk of Wildwind - Wandruff
BOS- Ch. Tory Gaelic of Limerick - Souza
BOW,WO- Destiny Serendipi ty 0 1 Shaw - McCombs
WB- Tory Meghan of Limerick - Burchett
RWD- Major Acres Macallen - Greene
RWB- Tory Erin of Limerick - Burchett

8/13/9

EKG CLINIC
The possibili ty of NCIWC sponsorin g an EKG clinic was announced
and a questionn aire was distribute d to IW people benched on 2/2 at
the Cow Palace. If you did not receive this handout and would like
to receive the survey form and accompanying Cardiopet brochure, send
a SASE to JKChristi e, 247 Belford Place, Vacaville CA 95688.

(Received , at last , is the "Judge's Critique" of the NCIWC Specialty
held on September 14,19B5 in Hayward . The judge wa s Roxanne Mahan)
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It was an honor and a pleasure to judge the 4th Independent Specialty for the Northern California Irish Wolfhound Club . The weather
and the show site were ideal.
Best of Breed was Ch. Fleetwind Dan . He was a dog of commanding
size, with great presence. His strong movement allowed him to cover
the ground with a free, effortless gait. He was in exceptional condition - both coat and muscletone.
Best of Opposite Sex was Ch . Rathrahilly Siocana. She had lovely
type, big but still feminine, and also moved well, but was not in
the best of coat. Had a dark eye and pleasing expression.
Winners Dog was from the Open class, Kellcastle's Guinness 0 1 Mann.
This young dog excelled in movement - particularly side gait; had a
pleasing body outline, well balanced ; would have preferred a little
more size, but he handled himself so nicely I couldn't deny him
Winners . There was not a clear Reserve. RWD came from the American
Bred class, Barnard of Tara Heights, who was immature and out of
coat, but overa l l, a well-balanced hound, and moved well .
Winners Bitch and RWB were both from the Bred by Exhibitor class ,
and most worthy. Castlemaine Josephine was WB and BOW , and understand
she was also Best In Sweepstakes . RWB was Tory Meghan of Limerick.
Both bitches were young , yet presented themselves well, exc elli ng in
breed type yet feminine with proper balance of size and bone, good
sid~ gaits . The eventual winne r had an edge on front movement . Wish
to acknowledge the novice bitch, Kimberly Von Drachenfels, as she was
also of fine quality though a bit reluctant.
Best Puppy was Ballymor 1 s The Real McCoy coming from 6-9 mos;Pup.p:y:
class - a promising youngster with a positive attitude . The winners
of the Veterans classes were most worthy, Vet. bitch Ch . Major Acres
Branwyn, and Veterans Dog, Ch . Shaw of Limerick who was also a contende r for final BOB consideration . Shaw also made his presence felt
through his quality get in Stud dog class, and his daughter who was
winner of the Brood bitch class, and dam of the RWB .
In general thought the overall quality was accepta ble. There were
few pups shown, and there was a lack of depth of quality in these clas:ses.
Understand there had been just a few litters born this past year .
The depth of quality in the Specials class was exceptional - a magnificent sight! Overall, the bites were far better than th ey have
been in a number of years , prope r croups , though saw more light eyes,
and a number of entries tended to mov e wide in f ront, and with restricted reach.
Delighted that Jim could join me for this special day with the
hounds and their families, as he missed the 1977 National in Colo r ado .
Cong r atulations to everyone who was involved with making this suc ce ssful .event, and our best wishes with your fu ture end ea vors in behalf. of
of the fancy .
Roxanne Petersen Mahan
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COURSING PRACTICE & FUN RUNS
Year-round lure coursing practice/training sessions are held on the
2nd Sunday of every month -- IF -- there are enough people coming
out to make the effort worth while. Cost is $1 for first dog and
50¢ each additional dog owned by the same family. Straightaways
for introducing puppies to coursing is usually available. To verify
that turnout justifies a 2nd-Sunday practice, call David Blalock
at (408) 255-3281. This is sponsored by NCWFA.
PHFNC FUN RUN :
A repeat of the successful 1/19 fun run will be
held on February 23rd at Newark Junior High. Novice Stake allows
hounds to run alone (no distractions for the inexperienced runner)
and be judged according to ASF A procedures. Al tho no ASF A points
or placements are awarded, it 1 s an excellent learning experience
for both hound and handler . Call Libby or Jim Jones for details
at (408)245-0145.
JKChristie 1/86

UPDATE ON LOCAL ASFA CLUBS
The following list of trial-holding clubs is current as of the 12/85
FAN membership for Northern California. A postcard to the club dele gate will get you on the mailing list for all-breed trials.
Basenji Club of Northern California (BCNC), Ken Leighton,
4530 Entrada Ct., Pleasanton CA 94566 (415-846-5300).
Northern California Whippet Club (NCWC), Kathleen Kelly, 1973 Oxford
Drive, Fairfield CA 94533 (707-422-1387).
Northern California Whippet Fanciers Assoc. (NCWFA), Betz Leone,
1045 McGregor Way, Palo Alto CA 94306 (415-493-7181).
Pharaoh Hound Club of America (PHCA), Libby Jones,
1490 Norman Drive, Sunnyvale CA 94087 (408-245-0145).
Pharaoh Hound Fanciers of Northern California (PHFNC), Jim Jones,
1490 Norman Drive, Sunnyvale CA 94087 (408- 245-0145).
Rapid Transit Greyhounds (RTG), Betty Lou Leibold,
4037 Marysville Blvd, Sacramento CA 95838 (916-922-3895).
Saluki Club of Greater San Francisco (SCGSF), Kathey Anderson,
930 So . 6th Street , San Jose CA 95112 (408-298-3251) .
Sierra Afghan Hound Club (SAHC}, Debbie R. Duvall,
4638 Ledonne Drive, Sacramento CA 95823-1235 (ph n/a} .
(IW Specialties} Irish Wolfhound Assoc. of the West Coast (IWAWC),
Boardman Moore, 839 Topper Lane, Lafayette CA 94549 (415- 283-3286 ) .
--oOo--

JKChristie 1/86

N.O.T.R.A. NOW OPEN TD I.W . 'S

•
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Irish Wal fhounds and other sighthound breeds are now eligible to
compete in National Oval-Track Racing Association events. Before
entering a NOTRA point race, each hound must "qualify" (prove that
it will actually run the entire course) at practice trials. This
qualifying procedure lessens the possibility of loading a breed 1 s
entry to boost points for the winner and helps maintain competitiveness among participants. A total of 12 points is needed to earn
the NOTRA O.R.C. (Oval Racing Champion) title but accumulating those
12 appears to be more difficult that it would seem at first ,glance •
For example, one entrant receives zero points; two entrants & winner
gets ~ point; ten entrants and winner gets l~ points. I believe
there are points awarded for other placements but I don't yet have
any details on exactly how it works.
A seeming advantage to NDTRA racing is its short course lengths
of 220 meter, 350 meter or 440 yards. Courses are always horseshoe
or oval shaped as this is a speed-only contest where turns & angles
are not required to test agility. The shorter courses seem to be
a drag-lure system and the 440-yd course is run on a greyhound raillure.
Disadvantages (for an IW) are that all hounds must be launched
fr om a star ting box which accommodates 6 hounds per course. The local NOTRA club uses, I believe, their standard greyhound-size boxes
but may have built starting "sheds" between last season & now. The
other major item of concern for IWs is that NDTRA rules require all
hounds to be muzzled during point races to preclude the possibility
of finish-line fights. As some clubs use a freshly skinned pelt,
this is understandable since some sighthound breeds don't "honor
the kill. II
The NOTRA oval-track season begins when NOFCA open-field hunting season ends in March of each year. For additional information
on NDTRA events, the two local club contacts are: Merril Woolf,
314 Kent Avenub, Kentfield CA 94904 (415-461-6002) and Sally Blackwood, 5021 So. Englehart, Reedley CA 93654 (209-638-1336). Both
are organizers of the Central Valley Sighthound Racing Club and will
be happy to provide you with practice dates & locations.
An excellent article on NOTRA racing appears in the NovemberDecember 1985 issue of SIGHTHOUND REVIEW. The 1986-printing of the
NOTRA rulebook is available for $2 from NOTRA, 540 Glenwood Hwy,
Goldendale, WA 98620.
At the close of the 1985 oval-track season, there were no IWs
with ORC titles ••• a first-in-IW-history is waiting for someone!
JKChristie 1/86
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Somebody once said that a dog looked up to a man as its superior,
that a horse regarded a man as its equal and that a cat looked
down on him as its inferior.
- Compton Mackenzie
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CON~ONING

SIGHTHOUNOS (PART II'
By:

Becca Roberts

NUi~

(Originally published in the 2/83 Field Advisory News.
by permission.)

Reprinted

The serious owner of a competitive coursing/hunting sighthound must
consider proper nutrition equally as important as adequate physical
exercise. Misconceptions abound in the layman 1 s approach to nutrition, however, and it has become a modern problem to see more cases
of over-supplementation, rather than the nutritional deficiencies
one might expect in the canine diet.
There are numerous reasons for this. Research is continuing,
but research continues to be cost-prohibitive for strictly independent researchers. Dogfood manufacturers conduct or fund much of the
research conducted in this country. These self-serving interest
groups have done as much to cloud the issue as they have in educating
the public . It may not be fair, though, to expect dogfood manufacturers to educate the layman; it might well be the layman is usually
not interested in the details. How often have you heard, "What should
I feed my dog?" It would be easy to say, "Brand X dogfood! 11 However
the truth is , it isn't that easy. Dogs , like all animals, are highly
individualistic, and what works for the brood bitch may not work at
all well for each of her offspring . Also, dogs have varying requirements for nutritional elements, according to the activi ty-growth
level the dog is involved in at the time , as well as that individual 1 s metabolic rate and general health factors.
By federal regulations, dogfood manufacturers must be careful
in the selection of terms they use to describe their product. "Complete" or "nutritionally balanced" does not necessarily mean that the
product will be adequate for your hound, but it does signify that
the product has been tested and results indicate that it meets the
minimum daily requirement when fed in the quantities indicated on
the package to maintain a healthy animal. Individual characteristics
are not taken into consideration: manufacturers cannot know that
your hound goes lure coursing , that it is recovering from a broken
bone, that the animal has a dry skin problem, that it gains weight
easily, that it is going to be bred in the next dayor two, or that
the dog has a serious case of round worm. The owner, however, must
take these characteristics into consideration when feeding the animal
and make necessary adjustments to the diet.
Dogfood manufacturers must also take care in listing the contents of their food . If a package claims it is 100 percent animal
tissue (meat and meat by-products) it must be just that, and cannot
contain 25 percent grain . The noticeable lack in what dogfood manufacturers must claim is the percentage of each of the items listed
under content: how much soybean meal is in the food, how much animal
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tissue, how much corn meal, etc . It would also be beneficial to
know by what standards the manufacturer has compared his list of
contents. How did they determine the food has 10 percent fat? How
did they determine the food has 28 percent protein - and .what constitutes the various sources (including percentage) of that protein?
If you doubt the contradictions and misleading claims, try this
experiment : compare two breakfast cereal lists of MDRs manufactured by two dif f erent companies . I know breakfast foods aren't dogfoods, but the test will produce the same result . Cereal manu facturers don't even agree on how much calcium , Vitamin D, and how
many calories a ~ cup of milk contains. The differences in how dogfood manuf acturers list their product content are more significant
than the example above .
When we are unable to determine the percentage of source
materials - in providing protein , for instance - we cannot determine
how much of that protein is actually available to the dog in digestion. Meat. protein is more available to the dog than cereal grains ,
cottage cheese is slightly higher t han some meats , egg protei n (only
when cooked) 'is better yet. If a product claims 27 percent protein ,
it may not be as effective (should it be provided by soybean meal)
as a product that claims 20 percent protein (should it be provided
by. raw meat or cooked egg) . What counts is how well the dog can
utilize the food it is given, not just what the nutritional breakdown of the food is purported to be .
The more I discover about nutrition , the more I have to admit
I need to know . No simple article , in the length this article must
be , can cover the area of nutrition . The layman must educate himself by reading considerably more thorough texts on nutrition . One
text I find very complete is The Collins Guide to Dog Nutrition by
Donald R. Collins , DVM . A text on vitamins and minerals (usually
written with homo sapiens in mind) i s also very helpful , although
all data in such a text is not necessari l y applicable to canines .
Refreshing your memory on that basic biology course you slept
through i n high school or college is also very helpful to the dog
owner .
GENERAL TIPS ON CONTENT
Eggs are a good source of prot ei n. Do not feed raw egg whites , as
this s ubst ance r eact s with biot i n, preventing digesti on of this
vitamin , and can cause a biotin deficiency in the dog . Cooked eggs
are an excellent addition to the diet .
Fish is also a good source of protein , but also requires
or destruction of thiamine i n the diet may result .
ng
cooki
Most vegatables and fruits are vi r t ually worthl ess to the
dog . Li ttl e i n these plant-sources i s di gestible ; too lit t le fat
i s available as a sour ce of ener gy; mi ner al s pr esent are not avail-
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able to the dog if the vegetable is raw, barely if the vegetable is
cooked; and the primary value in this source is Vitamin C, which dogs
acquire naturally during the process of using glucose for respiration
with the cell (refer to Part I: Exercise.)
Dogs have no dietary requirement for Vitamin C, Biotin, or
Vitamin K, if the animal is in good health. Generally, owners should
be extremely careful in supplementing Vitamins A, D, and E - these
vitamins are toxic at certain levels. These vitamins are also fat
soluable (they won't dissolve in water, but they will dissolve in fat)
so if a deficiency is suspected, it might be a case of insufficient
fat content (a much more common problem than the vitamin deficiency).
No matter how much of the vitamins you give the dog, the dog can 1 t
digest or utilize the vitamins without adequate fat content in the
diet, also.
Vitamin B complex (combines the B vitamins) is a safe supplement to your hound's diet; indeed, this additive may have a very
beneficial result for the sighthound. It acts as an appetite stimulant for those picky eaters. B vitamins also help control the following:
*digestive upsets
*lethargy, depression, weakness
*dry skin-coat, eczema
*aches, stiffness
The B vitamins are water soluable, excesses are discarded through
urine, so no toxic levels are of concern. Raw liver is a good source
of the B vitamins, note that cooking liver will destroy some of the
B vitamin content.
Raw meat is a common source of protein fed to dogs, and it
is generally more nutritious fed raw (as with liver), though certain
conditions encourage cooking: frozen meat and pork should be cooked.
An all-meat diet is not sufficient for the dog, despite common
belief. Attention should be paid to the calcium/phosphorus ratio
in such a diet (there is likely to be a deficiency of calcium), and
if beef is the main source of meat, an energy source (such as vegetable fat) should be added to the diet. Beef fat is an inferior
source of fatty acids. All-meat diets should also have a B Vitamin
supplement (such as raw chicken livers).
Not to be overlooked is an adequate amount of clean water at
a desirable temperature. Healthy dogs should have water available
to them at all times.
FEEDING THE COURSING SIGHTHOUND
If your sighthound is undergoing a conditioning program, adequate
sources of energy are a necessity. One of the oddest comments I have
heard from sighthound owners is that a higher percentage of protein
(than most commercial dogfoods have) is necessary for our active
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hounds because they use so much energy to lure course! Protein is
the least desirable and least efficient source of energy in the
dog's diet. The digestion of protein is a complicated process and
the process leaves the animal with harmful waste products that must
be excreted. Protein is a building block in the system, it is not
used as a source of energy unless the animal is receiving inadequate
amounts of fatty acids, carbohydrates (starches), or sources for
glucose. Protein is for growth.
Glucose is used for energy production (respiration within
the cell). Common food sources for this source of energy are:
*carbohydrates (starches) such as cereal grains, flour, rice,
potatoes, bread, farina ("Cream of Wh~at")
*adipose tissue, animal fat, lard ·(pig fat), bacon grease
*vegetable oils (corn, or pure vegetable)
A supplement to most dry dogfoods and some moist or canned dogfoods
containing digestible fats is usually recommended for sighthounds.
Remember, if the fat content in your feed ration is 10 percent, but
is provided by a source which is not easily digestible by the dog
or is inadequate in providing the proper fatty acids (such as beef
fat), the 10 percent is not an accurate evaluation. Again, it is
what the dog gets out of the food, not what the manufacturer put
into the food, that counts for optimal performance.
Active sighthounds should be fed the same diet for racing
as they are fed for conditioning. Changes in a dog's diet can cause
digestive upsets. Calorie requirements may change, and a higher
concentation of the 8 Vitamins may be required, but generally the
content (what makes up the diet) will remain the same.
Another
advantage to maintaining the same diet content is that the owner
will have the opportunity to observe the dog and tell by the most
effective method if the diet is adequate: observation of the animal. Does your dog have loose stools? Does your dog carry too much
weight? Does your dog have a rotten appetite? Does your dog have
dry skin? Does your dog eat his own stool? Inadequacies in the
diet should be suspected, and the time to discover these problems
is in the conditioning period, not on the racing field. Don't worry
that the diet will become boring to the dog. People thrive on variation, dogs thrive on consistency. When you feed your dog different
flavors or table scraps to "liven" up the main fare, you are simply
pleasing the human palate - not the dog's.
Racing dogs should be fed twice a day - at least 2 but not
more than 6 hours prior to the event. The digestive system of the
dog works at a higher rate than that of the human system, so don't
be concerned with undigested food sitting in the dog 1 s alimentary
canal, causing poor performance. The most critical need at the time
of activity is immediate energy. Provide this energy with easily
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digestible foods , such as bread . A teaspoon of honey or corn syrup
provides the average sighthound ( 50-60 lbs . ) with a good source of
glucose. Try soaking the bread in warm milk (very little is necessary) with the corn syrup added in. My dogs thrive on it, and
never exhibit signs of premature tiring while running. On very
demanding hunting days (open field) it might be beneficial to provide
the dog with a source of energy while resting in between runs (careful nut to overfeed). Water is also essential on demanding days.
Now that you have read the preceding information you should
have at least one question on your mind: how do I know if the food
I am using has adequate amounts of vitamins, minerals, protein, ~nd
fatty acids? The most important consideration for the dog owner is
observation of the individual animal. Are you satisfied with the
animal 1 s condition? Answer that query on the comparison of what is
ideal for that dog, not what is ideal for the breed as a whole. If
you are or are not satisfied, you should critically analyze the feed
ration. Dr. Collins has a excellent section in his book on how to
analyze a dog's feed for its quality, whether your feed is commercial
or homemade.
While we are giving consideration to the physical condition
of the hound in relation to its potential on the coursing field, we
must also consider how we have nutritionally conditioned the animal .
We must provide the animal with adequate - but not too much - amounts
of each dietary necessity . This goal is simply not accomplished by
scooping up 2 cups of your favorite brand, throwing in the ham,
carrots and corn you didn't finish at supper-time, mixing it all well
with warm water, and placing it before the dog. The sighthound owner
must accept responsibility for a thorough knowledge of dog nutrition.

****

-Sharon Yaskulski updated new address :

304 Hackett Road
Goshen , IN 46526
219-534-2086

She writes :"I'm enjoying my return to private practise, working both
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LYME DISEASE

Lyme Disease is so named because the first human outbreak of this
infectious illness was recognized in and around Lyme, Connecticut ,
in 1975. In California, the first case was reported in 1978 from
Sonoma County . The incidence of the disease appears to be growing
and spreading throughout the United States. It is being reported
in three main areas: the Northwest (from Massachusetts to Maryland)
the Midwest (Wisconsin and Minnesota) and the West (California , Nevada and Oregon), but not exclusively . Cases occur primarily during
the summer.
Lyme Disease is caused by tick-transm itted bacterial microorganisms.
It is a complex multi-system disorder -with chronic recurrences . In
humans, a skin lesion at the site of the tick bite is often the first
sign, usually followed by flu-like symptoms, then weeks to months
later neurologic or cardiac abnormaliti es and, finally, even years
later arthritis will develop. Dogs that are exposed to ticks in
high risk areas experience a sudden onset of lameness associated
with pain, warmth and/or swelling in one or more joints . Typically
this lasts on ly a matter of days, but the episodes are recurrent.
Dogs also develop arthritis similar to that in human Lyme disease.
On the we st coast the incriminated vector is the Pacific Coast tick,
though probably not exclusively .
Diagnosis of Lyme Disease is difficult . A history of infestation ,
tick identificati on and symptoms give clues and the presence of
antibodies are telling when they can be found. Penicillin or tetracycline may be used in early treatment. Lyme arthritis may respond
to high-dose intravenous penicillin.
Drs.C.P . Ryan and P.E. Hughes
'California Veterinaria n'

PACEMAKERS FOR DOGS
The Pinellas Animal Foundation in Florida has established a pacemaker
"bank'' to provide used pacemakers to dogs with heart conditions. Such
pacemakers cannot be reused by a .human but still have a viable life
span for dogs. The center does not charge for the devices, but the
dog's owner must pay for any medical and surgical costs.
The pul se generator is sewn to the internal surface of the abdominal
wall, the lead wire passes through the diaphragm to a corkscrew-shaped
electrode embedded in the wall of the left ventricle.
Pacemakers will help only dogs with problems such as interr.upted electrical impulses or heart blockage .
- From Dog Fancy and Animal Health
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Cancer & Dogs
Cancer is a leading cause of death in dogs.
Veterinarians don't know enough about most
canine cancers to predict how fast a tumor
will spread, how well it will respo;id· to treatment, or how likely"" it is to be deadly.
Scientists now believe that human cancers
are made up of various cells with different
potentials for spreading and different responses to therapy. They think that each
tumor has a relatively small number of cells,
stem cells, which can reproduce to create all
of the other cancer cells. These stem cells are
what make the tumor grow and spread to
new locations. If this theory is true, treatment
should be aimed at killing the stem cells,
rather than attacking all the cells in a tumor.
"In human cancers, stem cells rarely account for more than one per cent of fresh
tumor cells," explained Lauren G. Wolfe,
D.V.M., Ph.D., principal investigator on a
cancer project at Aub.urn University funded
by Morris Animal Foundation.
So far, this theory has not been tested in
naturally-occurring animal tumors. Scientists
plan to adopt the techniques used in human
cancer, called clonogenic assays, to study
cancer in dogs.
A team of investigators, led by Dr. Wolfe,
including surgeons, pathologists, radiologists
and pharmacologists as well as the oncology
staff will set up a technique to identify the
stem' cells in several types of dog tumors, including breast cancers, leukemia, throat
cancers and skin tumors. They will take
samples from tumors in patients at the university's Small Animal Clinic, and assess
these cells in the laboratory to see if the
growth in cell cultures is an accurate reflection
of tumor growth.
When the samples are taken from the
tumor, some tissue is processed for microscopic study and diagnosis, some is put into
culture flasks for establishing cell cultures,
and the rest is processed as single cells for
performing the clonogenic assays and other
analyses.
The scientists will study chromosome numbers and any abnormalities which may occur
as the cells are grown through several generations (passages) of cultures. Dr. Wolfe explained that some human cancers have consistant chromosome abnormalities, but this
has not been studied with most canine cancers.
Dr. Wolfe has established several cell lines
already, and finds that the original character
of the cells is retained after many passages.
He also notes that cloning efficiency is higher
in cells which have .been propogated over
several passages, suggesting that there may
be a natural selection for the highly viable
stem cells.
Next the team will test various treatments,
including chemotherl!PY and radiation, on
the cell cultures to see if the results will give
a prediction of how the tumors will respond
to treatment.
Dr. Wolfe predicts that if all goes well,
within three or four years it may be possible
to use laboratory tests for determining the

treatment of choice for at least some dog
tumors. The same tests performed in cell
cultures will be useful in screening new drugs
and identifying those having potential value
in cancer treatment. The scientists can judge
the ability of the drug to kill specific types of
tumor cells .growing in the animal by measuring how effective the drug is in killing cell
cultures in the laboratory.
If veterinary scientists had reliable tests to
predict growth and response to therapy in
canine cancers, it would give them a better
idea of how to treat the disease, how to improve cure rates and what advice to give the
owner of a dog stricken with cancer.
Cancer studies now have progressed to the
point where they can be done largely on the
cellular level, and most human cancer studies
can be done with cells extracted from human
tumors and cultured in the laboratory, just
as Dr. Wolfe is using canine cancer cells ..

- Companion Animal News

Leukemia In dogs
Unfortunately, leukemia and lymphosarcoma (tumors
of the lymphoid tissues) are not problems unique to
cats. They occur in all higher animals including dogs,
horses, and man. In dogs, as in cats, the cancerous
lymphocytes can invade any organ; the symptoms
that result depend on which bodily processes are disrupted. The most common abnormalities in dogs are
generalized enlargement of the lymph nodes, accompanied by nonspecific signs, such as unexplained weight loss and low-grade fever, loss of
appetite, depression, and pallor. Involvement of the
respiratory organs is common and leads to coughing
and difficulty in breathing. The alimentary or intestinal form interferes with digestion and absorption of
nutrients and can result in vomiting, diarrhea, and
severe weight loss.
Unlike the situation in cats, a specific cause has not
been found despite continuing efforts to identify one.
It is tempting to speculate that there must be a canine leukemia virus, especially since specific feline,
bovine, and human leukemia viruses have been
found. However. many agents acting either together
or separately could produce the same result. That is,
lymphosarcoma, like many other tumors, may be a
multifactorial disease.
Of course, in the absence of an identifiable infectious
agent, there can be no vaccine, so at present there is
no way to prevent canine lymphosarcoma. Fortunately, great strides have been made in developing
more effective therapies. The disease, once considered untreatable, can now be arrested by chemotherapy in many patients, significantly prolonging their
lives with reasonable comfort.
Efforts to better understand and control the disease
will continue. There is reason to believe that dog
owners will one day be able to provide their pets the
same degree of protection no\l!_!!V.llilable.Jor_pEl!ll· _ _

- Animal Health Newsletter
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OSTEOSARCOMA

In the past, amputation of the affected limb of dogs suffering osteosarcoma was the usual treatment for s lowing the spread of this cancer.
Most dogs die within 6 to 12 months of diagnosis with or without
amputation. Now, a new technique is being developed by the Comparative Oncology Uni t at Colorado State University Veterinary Teaching
Hospital which shows promise. It is called "limb salvage" and involves
sterilizing the tumor with a combination of radiation, chemotherapy
and surgery, without loss of the limb. Results of work with dogs is
not only encouraging but is of great value to related work for humans
similarly afflicted.
- Animal Health
Mdi'¥i~i'Milh'Wiit

Who Eats Red Meat ? ?
This is a little marketing insight for cattlemen. It appeared in
the 'Livestock Industry Forum' 11 • • • The people who eat the most beef have dogs. You want to
know a way to target a group: Find people with dogs-- big dogs.
You're going to find people who like beef. Find people with cats-don't bother. Cats just don't have · the same ethos as dog s when it
comes to red meat. 11
- Animal Husbandry Journal

* *
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The December 85 DOG WORLD reports that a poll of 2,540 veterinarians
nationwide places dermatological disorders at the top of the list of
health problems seen most often. Next, in descending order, are :
gastrointestinal disorders, urina ry tract problems, dental disease,
nutritional counseling and trauma cases. They furthermore r epo rt
rarely tre ating cardiac condi tion s , cancer, pu lmonary problems, endocrine disorders and reproductive problems. The study was conducted
by the Alpo Pet Cente r.
1
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Orders are again being accepted fo r Northern California Irish
Wo lfhoun d Club members-only pins. Pin design is the club logo
printed in Irish-g reen on gold, 3/4 of an inch in diameter.
Attachm ent is of tie-tack style with backing chain being removable for lapel wear if des ired .
A lim ited supply is available to members at $4 each . Send your
check payable to NCIWC for $4.00 plus 32~ postage (stamps o.k.)
to:
Jane Kit Christie, NCI WC
247 Belfo rd Place
.
.
Vacaville, CA 95688
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"That's the trouble with pets. They're so destructive."

* * * * * *·* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
THE HOUNDS.BUGLE

The Hounds' Bugle is published 6 times a year; June, August, October,
December, February and April. The editor reserves the right to edit or
refuse any material submitted for publication. Articles herein are
the opinions of the authors and don't necessarily reflect the views
of the editor or of the club. Permission to reprint written portions
is granted only (A) to other Irish Wolfhound clubs and (B) if credit is
Articles and/or comments are welcome and solicited.
given.
ADVERTISING RATES
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
$8.00
Full page •
• Free
~CHIC Members
$5.00
Half page •
$6.00 a yr.
~!on-members •
$10.00 additional
Photo with ad
$1.00
Single copies
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CHICKEN.
B.IICE.

Only the best dry dog food in the world has them.
Veterinarians. Breeders. Nutritionists. For some years
they've been urging us to make a dog food with chicken, lamb
and rice.
'
So when we made MAX, we did it right. With high quality ingredients like premium California chicken, long grain
rice and grass-fed lamb.
This combination is the purest source of protein and fat·
that you can get at any price. And you can see the results*:
In skin and coat. In energy. In stool. And in the way your dog
will make MAX disappear.
Chicken. Lamb. Rice.You can't find them in just any
dog food.
Just in the best one.

Nutro's MAX™
Nutro Products Inc., (818) 968-0532

*Stop by our booth for the complete test results and a free sample.
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